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and that was not so easy. But in face of Papen's attitude of
martyrdom for the good of the nation Hindenburg, not required
to be a martyr himself but merely to countersign the martyrdom
of another, gave way with an ill-grace that boded no good to
those who had persuaded him. Those who talk of treachery on
the part of the President to loyal servants forget that he rarely
failed to take revenge on those who demanded "treachery" of
him as his duty to his country, Schleicher had made a bitter
enemy of the President at last.
The cabinet announced that it had resigned because as a result
of consultations with the President it had felt that in the interests
of the "national concentration" and in the national interests it
was best that it should free the President's hands by placing in
them its collective resignation. The adjective deceived no one.
Not the cabinet but Papen had fallen, and there was instantly
a revulsion of feeling in the country. "He quits office with honour/'
said the greatest Liberal paper in Germany. There was jubilation
on the Left and among the Centrists, but amid the jubilation
was no little apprehension. What was to come; what could come
next?
When he took leave of the President as resigning chancellor
Papen had tried to outline the situation. He pointed out that the
original aim of the presidial system had been to make possible a
coalescence of the "national" forces to form a strong Conservative
government with a majority in the country—to say the least of
it a remarkably ingenuous summing-up of Schleicher's tortuous
intriguing. That object had not been attained; so far from
coalescing, the "national" forces were in greater disarray than
ever. But the election had been a great victory for the cause of
national concentration, for the setback to Hitler had strengthened
the moderate wing of his party and no less a person than Strasser,
once the author of a wildly Socialist oration in the Reichstag,
was now convinced that the way of salvation for his party was
to ensure concentration and enter the cabinet on the terms laid
down. Indeed, judging by the comments elsewhere^ concentration
might have even broader bases and become not merely a con-
centration of the Right but a concentration of the Right and

